Separation of components from impulses in reassigned spectrograms.
Two computational methods for pruning a reassigned spectrogram to show only quasisinusoidal components, or only impulses, or both, are presented mathematically and provided with step-by-step algorithms. Both methods compute the second-order mixed partial derivative of the short-time Fourier transform phase, and rely on the conditions that components and impulses are each well-represented by reassigned spectrographic points possessing particular values of this derivative. This use of the mixed second-order derivative was introduced by Nelson [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 110, 2575-2592 (2001)] but here our goals are to completely describe the computation of this derivative in a way that highlights the relations to the two most influential methods of computing a reassigned spectrogram, and also to demonstrate the utility of this technique for plotting spectrograms showing line components or impulses while excluding most other points. When applied to speech signals, vocal tract resonances (formants) or glottal pulsations can be effectively isolated in expanded views of the phonation process.